Andrew Sessler's 75th Birthday Celebration

March 15, 2003, 1 PM
Bldg. 66 Auditorium, LBNL

Symposium - Open to the public

TBA - Welcoming Remarks
K. J. Kim, ANL - FELs, Red and Green
S. Yu, LBNL - Control of Intense Charged-Particle Beams
R. Palmer, BNL - Managing Muons

Coffee Break
G. Trilling, LBNL - The American Physical Society after 100 years
A. Rosenfeld, CA Energy Commission - The Conservation Bomb, and how Andy Sessler Helped Trigger it
I. Lerch, APS - The Conscience of Science: Human Rights and Human Welfare

Cocktails and Dinner - LBNL Cafeteria, 6 PM
After dinner speech:
D. Prosnitz, LLNL - Stranger in a Strange Land - A Physicist at the Department of Justice

Cost for cocktails and dinner is $45 per person. Please contact Tom Gallant (tggallant@lbl.gov) for reservations. Space limited.